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                Infosys Equinox Digital Commerce and Marketing Operations
                

                
                A one-stop solution for all your digital commerce, creative, and operational needs
                

                EXPLORE OFFERING
              

              
                
              

            

          

          

            
            
              
                
                How Digital Data and AI is Leading us to Instant Commerce
                

                
                Explore how enterprises can stay ahead of the curve and enable omnichannel shopping experiences with Instant Commerce
                

                READ POV
              

              
                
              

            

          




  
    
    Deliver Composable and Hyper-personalized Human Experiences with Infosys Equinox Studio
    

    
    Sebastian Weston-Lewis, Director of Product Management, talks about some of the important aspects and values delivered by Infosys Equinox Studio
    

    WATCH VIDEO
  

  
    
  








            
           

            
              
                
                  Infosys Equinox Wins Gold under e-commerce Solutions Category
                  at the 2022 Annual American Business Awards
                

                READ MORE
              

              
                
              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  Infosys Collaborates with Nu Skin to Drive Social Commerce-led
                  Transformation in the Beauty and Wellness Sector
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            Introducing 

            Infosys Equinox
          

          
            Find the perfect balance between agility and adaptability.
          

          
            Infosys Equinox is a human-centric commerce and marketing platform
            that supports rich, hyper-personalized experiences across any
            channel and touchpoint. Future-ready and flexible to deliver
            innovation at
            MACH-X
            speed – upto 30% faster than competing solutions. Backed by the
            capabilities and partner ecosystem of Infosys, it is the only
            commerce platform you will ever need.
          

          
            See how to

            
              
                Make it human-centric
              

              
                Make it future-ready
              

              
                Make it seamless
              

            

          

        

        
          
        

      

    

  
  
  
  
    
      
        
          
            Make it 

            Human-Centric
          

          
            Engage buyers wherever, whenever with Infosys Equinox. Deliver
            engaging and seamless experiences across screens, apps, social
            platforms and messengers, voice, wearables, chatbots, AR/VR, and
            IoT.
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                Hyper-personalized 

                experiences
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            Make it

            Future-Ready
          

          
            Upgrade to a modern microservices stack in as little as six weeks.
            Infosys Equinox has ready-to-use components that can take you to the
            market upto 30% faster than competing MACH platforms.
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            Make it

            Seamless
          

          
            Leverage the robust capabilities of Infosys and its ecosystem of
            more than 25 technology partners for an end-to-end solution that
            evolves with your business.
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                experiences
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                technology partners
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            Our 

            Solutions
          

          
            Infosys Equinox is ready for any channel and any business model.
            Explore how.
          

          
            Read more
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        Testimonials
      

      
        
          
              
                
              
                “Infosys Equinox will give us the end-to-end social commerce capabilities we need to transform our business model and provide innovative customer engagement. We're creating best-in-class architecture foundations that will power digital experiences well into the future.”
              

              
              Joe Sueper, Chief Technology Officer
              

              
              Nu Skin Enterprises, Inc.
              

            

          

          
   
              
              
              
              
                “Infosys Equinox serves us as a digital hub powering over 250 of
                our global brand sites, B2B ecommerce and recipe sites, as well
                as direct-to-consumer (D2C) initiatives. We are able to launch
                new brand sites in as little as 3 to 5 days. The platform also
                supports our hyper-personalization initiatives and distills
                real-time insights for our marketing programs. With Infosys
                Equinox, we at Kraft Heinz are well set to offer richer, more
                personalized, and meaningful experiences to our consumers.”
              

              
                Eric Nelson, Chief Information Officer North America
              

              
                The Kraft Heinz Company
              

            

          

          
            
              
              
                “‘You reap what you sow’ is in our DNA here at Young Living. We
                know that a bountiful harvest is the result of months of hard
                work. With Infosys Equinox, we planted the seeds of our new
                e-commerce platform, and now with the platform and the Infosys
                team’s dedication, we are finally harvesting. Thank you for
                helping to transform Young Living, and bringing us into the
                modern age of e-commerce.”
              

              
                Prasad Gankanda, Chief Operating Officer
              

              
                Young Living
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            See all resources
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                  10 Ways to Make Commerce Human with Infosys Equinox
                

                Explore the new possibilities for the next evolution of e-commerce

                READ EBOOK
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                  Infosys Equinox Strategic Pricing Offering
                

                
                  Learn how enterprises can leverage the power of data and AI to integrate all areas of revenue growth management
                

                READ MORE
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                  Infosys Equinox Studio – Low-code Digital Commerce Front-end Builder
                

                
                  Understand how non-developers can easily shape, publish, manage, and evolve composable human experiences
                

                READ POV
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                Infosys Equinox Strategic Pricing
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                Kraft Heinz collaborates with Infosys Equinox to build a digital
                hub for their 250+ global brands
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                MACH-X and Ecommerce: Why the future is flexible
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                Evolve with Your Customers and Create Memorable Shopping Experiences
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                Human-centric Commerce with Infosys Equinox
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        Want to Make Commerce Human with the Perfect Balance between Agility and Adaptability?

        Share you details and our experts will get in touch with you shortly.

                
      

      
          Request a Demo   
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